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Wisconsin Family Action PAC Endorses Candidates in US Senate Race
Strong candidates given pro-family group’s “seal of approval” to take on Tammy Baldwin
Madison, WI – Today, Wisconsin Family Action PAC (WFA PAC) announced its endorsements for the 2018
US Senate race. In keeping with its policy of each candidate seeking WFA PAC endorsement being evaluated
strictly on his/her own merits and positions on its core issues, WFA PAC has endorsed two candidates in this
race: Leah Vukmir and Kevin Nicholson. WFA PAC director Julaine Appling issued the following statement:
“We are very encouraged that we have strong and committed candidates running for a high-level office. That
doesn’t happen often. Leah Vukmir as a long-serving state legislator has been solid on our issues. Kevin
Nicholson gives strong evidence for being willing to stand strong for marriage, family, life and religious
freedom.
“Tammy Baldwin has for years, from the time she was in the state legislature until now as a US Senator, acted
consistently with her liberal, progressive beliefs. She’s pushed for redefining marriage, promoted abortion, and
believes religious freedom isn’t for individuals, only for religious institutions. We have a great opportunity to
replace Senator Baldwin with a true conservative who will champion our values.
“Sometimes in the course of governing, elected officials are asked to take tough votes. The pro-life issue is a
great example. Both Kevin and Leah believe life begins at conception and deserves protection from then until
natural death, without exception. However, from time to time a bill that is overall pro-life gets put forward with
exceptions for rape, incest and/or life of the mother. When it becomes obvious the bill won’t pass without
exceptions, even strong pro-life legislators will vote for the bill because on the whole the proposal will save
babies and advance the pro-life cause.
“WFA PAC is pleased we have fine candidates willing to take on such tough votes and Tammy Baldwin.
Wisconsin will be well served by either Leah Vukmir or Kevin Nicholson. We need the best we have to ensure
that Tammy Baldwin and her liberal, destructive ideas are finished in Washington.”
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